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Six dayS of world-claSS coaching from Ben wilSon at a Secret indoneSian 
Break proveS empowering.  Story By BrIan Wheeler ◊ PhotoS By Stuart allen

Waiting for a left-hander to form up, Ben Wilson joins one of his 
students on the water at a wave-filled playground in Bali.
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ropping into a head-high Indonesian beauty, for the first time ever I’m on the cusp of 
a long-sought-after breakthrough: riding unhooked down the line. Given the warm 
tropical water, light and steady side-on wind and head-high, peeling, consistent, 
soft waves that offer long rides, this learning environment is near-perfect. The ex-

hausting 11,366-mile trek here is clearly well worth it.
However, just moments away from unhooking, I’m unsure 

about what’s going to happen when I do so. Despite my sev-
eral years of kiting experience and countless sessions in the 

surf, I’m nervous. Will my kite fall from the sky and be torn up? Will 
the wave give me a smack down? Will the board’s fins smash me 
in the face? Will I end up looking like some deformed sea creature 
washed up on the shore, hogtied in my flying lines? Or will the 
past four days of sagelike guidance and myriad tips from wave-
riding guru Ben Wilson pay off and lead me to success?

When Wilson invited me to his weeklong Ben Wilson  
Accelerator Wave Camp in Bali, Indonesia, this August, my deci-
sion to go was instant. I’ve always admired kiters who ride un-
hooked — unbound from the power of the kite, flowing down 
the line in optimum harmony like a surfer. Given that Wilson’s 

primary kiting ambition is to make kitesurfing look 
as surflike as possible, there are few as skilled, ac-
complished, well-recognized and ideal to learn from 
as he. With an opportunity like this, I felt ecstatic at 
the prospect of comfortably kiting unhooked down 
the smooth face of a wave. 

Despite how easy pros like Wilson make it look 
in videos and magazines, I know all too well exactly 

how difficult, frustrating and risky riding unhooked can be when 
you learn on your own. Having attempted to ride unhooked nu-
merous times myself, the result was always disappointingly the 
same: I got in my own way, either by being pulled off the wave 
by an unruly kite or by dropping the kite in the surf. I’ve had some 
decent-length hooked-in rides, but it always felt like something 
was missing and being hooked in was just too inhibiting. 

I’ve longed to replicate the enlivening feeling I get when carv-
ing my way down the unscathed corduroy snow of a freshly 
groomed snowboard run or when laying my body parallel to the 
smooth asphalt as I rail my carveboard down the steepest freshly 
paved street in sight. There is nothing quite like dancing seam-
lessly with gravity. But with the constant pull of the kite out in 
the surf, I had only caught brief glimpses of that feeling. To make 
my kitesurfing dream a reality I needed a greater range of mo-
tion and liberal independence from the power of the kite. Riding 
unhooked holds just those keys, and who better to show me how 
those keys work than Wilson? 

 
After three dAys of adjusting to the 12-hour time differ-
ence and recuperating from the 35-hour trip to Indonesia, I ren-
dezvous with the wave camp crew of 16 at a hotel in Seminyak, 
Bali. I’m super stoked to meet Wilson for the first time and chat 

Below, from left: The 
beautiful Balinese land-
scape. A traditional Ba-
linese dancer performs 
during a party on the 
last night of the camp. 
Opposite: Unhooked 
and strapless, Ben 
Wilson throws down.
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him up on the long bus ride to our secret location. He seems  
quite friendly, humorous and, when it comes to kiting, as humble 
as he is ridiculously wise. Throughout the drive I survey the gor-
geous landscape, spotting dozens of long, streaming, one-line 
Balinese kites flying several hundred feet high. 

Coming to a final stop atop a hillside in a small, remote beach-
front village, the bus empties and we gather to admire the wave 
playground. After unloading the gear and settling into our quar-
ters, the 12 campers attend a short meeting where Wilson wel-
comes us to the camp and introduces us to his crew: his father, 
Bill, who will shoot video of everyone for nightly review; Jarrod 
Stillman, who will film for 35th Parallel (Ben Wilson Surf’s market-
ing agent); Stuart Allen, who will shoot photos; Tony Loxton, a 
camp participant who works with 35th Parallel; and Bruce Exton, 
Wilson’s coordinator, who will utilize his background in sports psy-
chology and training as he coaches alongside Wilson. 

Each day consists of breakfast at 8 a.m., a seminar on the 
beach at 11 a.m., lunch at noon, then kiting until the wind drops 
in the late evening, followed by video feedback, dinner and,  

finally, hanging out while throwing back Indonesia’s most deli-
cious post-session beer — Bintang — or sipping a fresh fruit 
smoothie. Also, with no wind in the mornings or evenings, 
dawn patrol and sunset surf sessions are daily options as well;  
2.5-meter swell is forecasted throughout the week.

Packing our gear down to the black sand beach, the wind fills 
in, steadily blowing side-on. Before long we lay out our lines as 
the three Indonesian kite caddies pump up everyone’s kites. Wil-
son and Exton brief us on the breaks (an A-frame and a left), how 
to come in, where to go out, what to do if the wind dies, where 
the rip is, what to stay away from, etc. Immediately following, 
the caddies launch our kites one after another and we pour out 
into the surf like a troop of marching ants as Wilson and Exton sit 
back for a while, assessing their students’ riding abilities, before 
they too hit the water.

Straight away, I dart upwind to the A-frame and, surprisingly, 
no one joins me. As the wave forms and I sit slightly on its upwind 
side, lining up a right-hand ride, I become giddy at the thought 
that I could be sitting in the office. After just a few minutes, I 

catch the best hooked-in ride of my kit-
ing career yet, making over a dozen turns 
as I ride frontside. Having never kited 
in such ideal waves and wind before, I 
quickly realize how easy it is to progress 
in the right environment. 

Riding the right until it’s time to come 
in, I periodically look downwind and see Wilson, Exton and a cou-
ple of the more advanced campers slaying the lefts as they ride 
down the line. “Damn, that looks like fun!” I think to myself. “I wish 
I knew how to do that … hopefully I will soon.” Riding unstrapped 
and unhooked, Wilson destroys every single wave he gets on (and 
there are a lot of them). His style is so powerful, composed and 
effortless. Exton tears it up too, scoring many long, clean, in-
spiring rides.

At 6 p.m. we gather in the private eating area for drinks 
and a goal-setting session. Wilson and Exton want to hear 
what each of us wants to learn. I set two primary goals 
for bringing my wave-riding dreams to life: 1) ride 
unhooked; 2) read and connect with waves bet-
ter for improved flow. The rest of the group’s 
goals range from riding a directional and navigat-
ing through the surf for the first time to refining 
strapless and unhooked performance. When I 
ask Wilson what his goals are, he reveals he is 

Balinese creations
From one-of-a-kind oil paintings and elaborately woven tapestries to 
exquisite wood carvings, furniture, silver and ceramics, the abundance 
of fine, handcrafted goods in Bali is mind-blowing. even more shocking 
are the great deals. Superbly carved and painted masks (below) are $7 
to $14. a mask that took two months to 
create (below, center) is $40. Several origi-
nal paintings (four of them large) totals 
$25. Bartering and shopping outside of the 
tourist hubs can help you score big.

always pushing himself when he gets on a wave. But he works 
foremost “on flow, the hardest thing to master,” he says. 

Following goal setting, we watch the day’s video footage as 
Wilson and Exton critique each person’s riding. Prior to rolling the 
tape, Wilson comments, “If it’s not you [on the screen], there’s 

riding unstrApped And unhooked, Wilson destroys every 
single WAve he gets on (And there Are A lot of them). his style 

is so poWerful, composed And effortless. 

rob Bass — a 
54-year-old oral and 
maxillofacial surgeon 
from la Quinta, 
california — had never 
been on a directional 
prior to attending the 
camp. developing an 
understanding of the 
basic techniques to 
wave kiting, such as 
getting through the 
shore break and riding 
a directional board, 
Bass walked away 
with an understand-
ing of wave dynamics 

and a solid founda-
tion of kitesurfing. 
“when i first kited in 
the waves, they were 
an impossible task: 
huge, unforgiving 
mountains of water 
pounding the beach,” 
Bass comments. 
“however, i learned to 
run downwind to pass 
between the breaking 
white water and work 
with the wind and 
waves and how to po-
sition myself and the 
kite for success.”

entry-level Wave rider

From opposite left:  
Wilson coaches Rob 
Bass before heading 
to the surf. Wilson 
nails the lip. Wilson 
and Bruce Exton give a 
seminar on the process 
of riding down the line.
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sam tabart — a 
34-year-old marketing 
business owner from 
St. kilda, australia — 
came to Bali looking 
to accelerate his 
learning with a week 
of consecutive water 
time. with sporadic 
sessions to work 
on his riding back 
home, “it can be hard 
to progress,” tabart 
admits. learning 
how to ride down the 
line, unhooked and 
unstrapped, while 

in decent-size swell, 
tabart accomplished 
his goals “on three 
to four great rides, 
and i had fun for 
six days,” he says. 
however, he adds: 
“riding unstrapped 
and unhooked in 
waves is bloody hard! 
combining the two 
is like texting while 
bobsledding. But 
overall, i feel much 
more comfortable in 
the surf than i have 
ever been.”

intermediate Wave ripper

a good chance you can learn things you hadn’t thought about.” 
(Throughout the rest of the week, these words prove equally 
true while witnessing others learn on the water.) While offering 
insight and talking about each rider in the video, Wilson lays a 
thorough foundation for kiting in the waves. He offers numerous 
easy-to-digest tips, such as: “Turn your kite with pressure on your 
lines before you turn your board,” “It’s hard to edge against your 
kite when it’s up high and easier when it’s down low” and one I 

can’t wait to try, “Keep the kite low in the power zone and head-
ing down the wave [while riding unhooked].” Exton also helps set 
the tone for the week by saying, “A lot of us have been riding for 
a while and have ingrained habits … be open to changing your 
ways; try things that might not feel comfortable … open your 
mind to some of these concepts.” 

Over the course of the next couple days I work on my ability 
to read the waves and set up on them for long rides on critical 
parts of the wave. I get a few good rides in. The wind is a tad 

light for my 11-meter kite, however, so I struggle staying upwind 
a fair amount. Heavier riders are on smaller kites than me, so I’m 
a bit perplexed. I come into the beach to chat with Wilson about 
it and he asks, “How wide is your board?” I grab it and discover it’s 
17 inches wide. I don’t know what that means. Wilson enlightens 
me by announcing: “That’s your problem! This board is designed 
for high winds and big, fast surf.” Taking his 18.5-inch pro model 
thruster out for a spin, I’m back in action and vow that my next 

board will be 18.5 inches wide. Aside from having the right gear 
in light winds, I also learn a great three-step method to maximize 
light-wind performance: 1) lower your center of gravity; 2) move 
up on the board; 3) go slower.

During breakfast on the fourth day we’re told the first two 
or three days of the camp are confidence-builders and that on 
the fourth and fifth days we will really excel. Every day, how-
ever, I can’t help but feel I’m learning a ton, whether it’s improv-
ing my performance on the water or simply gaining a better  

understanding of the step-by-step process of wave riding (body 
positioning, efficiency, wave entry, turning, kite placement, setup, 
etc.). Every moment of interaction with Wilson and Exton yields 
something beneficial for me. Loxton summed it up best when 
saying: “Ben and Bruce teach in a way that you never feel over-
whelmed or confused. By giving you small things to work on, you 
progressed quickly and then moved to the next step. This meant 
that instead of feeling frustrated (as I often did when trying to 
learn on my own) I was amped and felt like I was improving with 
every ride.” A camper, Rob Bass — who was new to kiting in the 
surf and one of three Americans attending the camp — echoed a 
similar sentiment: “[The learning process] wasn’t overwhelming. 
Ben and Bruce listened to me and talked me through each step. 
The encouragement was awesome.”

While the cAmp WAs filled with incredible progress on the 
water, for many participants it was about a lot more than ac-
celerated learning. “The connections with everyone were amaz-
ing,” camper Sam Tabart remarks. “I lost count of the smiles on 
the guys’ faces, the jokes and the little nods as we kited past or 
watched a mate run down the line of a wave. Let’s hope this sport 
doesn’t lose its spirit, sense of fun, rapport and camaraderie.” 

Guiding us safely and efficiently through the process of be-
coming better kitesurfers, Wilson and Exton served as Sherpas to 
us all. But they also had a role in the playful and humorous spirit 

of friendship that we all shared. “Ben and Bruce are 
great guys and fun to be around,” says Bass.

Through one-on-one interaction with our coach-
es, nightly video analysis, lots of discussion about 
riding techniques, seeing our mentors shred and 
daily drills and dry-land simulations, the week pro-
vided a real crash course in wave riding. For me, it 
dispels a lot of misconceptions I had about how the 
process of unhooked riding works. For example, in side-on winds, 
riding down the line unhooked entails parking the kite over the 
wave so the leading edge points toward the shore. For years I had 
been doing it just the opposite and failing every time. After learn-
ing three different techniques to unhooking and practicing on the 
beach and then out on flat water, I gained a lot of confidence. With 
the right technique, I was ready to try unhooking on a wave. Tabart 
had a similar experience. “There were fundamentals that I wasn’t 
doing correctly … Ben and Bruce broke down the fundamentals for 
me in a way I could grasp and execute them,” he says.

so there i Am on that beautiful wave, ready to give unhooking 
a try. Armed with Wilson’s three-step “park-and-ride” technique, 
I drop into the well-formed wave and accelerate out in front with 
my kite low to set up for the bottom turn. Aggressively cranking 
the control bar, I pivot the kite, sending it back toward the wave. 
As soon as the kite finishes changing direction, I follow suit by 

“Ben And Bruce teAch in A WAy thAt you never feel 
overWhelmed or confused. insteAd of feeling frustrAted (As 
i often did When trying to leArn on my oWn) i WAs Amped And 

felt like i WAs improving With every ride.” 

From opposite left: 
Exton helps Sam Tabart 
tune his kite. Tabart 
puts his newly acquired 
knowledge to good use. 
Indonesian kite caddie. 
Wilson walks the crew 
through an unhooking 
simulation.
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carving a sharp, fast bottom turn with 
my heelside edge and trail the low-flying 
kite back toward the wave. As I near the 
tall, clean, emerald-green wave face, I 
pivot the kite another full 180 degrees 
and face it back at the shore, keeping 
it below 10 o’clock, directly over the peeling left-hand wave. In-
stead of letting the kite surge out in front of the wave and across 
the power zone, I unhook. Once unhooked, I make my top turn 
and head down the line, which releases just enough tension on 
the kite that it sits above the wave, drifting down the line. With 
the kite parked, I begin the ride. 

Lit up with one of the biggest smiles of my life, I hold the un-
hooked bar with my front hand, making subtle adjustments to 
the kite’s position as I make a few turns. The kite eventually drops 
into the water, but after some further practice that day and the 
following, my unhooked skills become pretty solid. Then, like the 
rest of the campers, I’m ready to head home — goals complete 
— a much more confident and capable kiter. Having progressed 
so fast and learned so much from the legend, I’ve never been so 
stoked on kiting before.

for informAtion on Ben Wilson’s 2010 WAve-riding cAmps in 

BArBAdos, BAli And fuerteventurA, visit 35th.com.Au or 

BenWilsonsurf.com. 

tony loxton — a 
35-year-old adventure 
travel company owner 
from perth, australia 
— arrived at the camp 
with years of riding 
unstrapped in the 
bag and an über-solid 
talent in the surf, but 
with his progression 
at a plateau. his goals 

consisted of riding 
unhooked on the 
waves, refining his 
kite placement (so it 
wouldn’t pull him off 
of waves) and improv-
ing his bottom turn 
and lip-smacking abili-
ties. “when Ben and 
Bruce helped me with 
my setup, everything 

advanced Wave slayer

top 20 tips For Wave-ridinG excellence

came together really 
quickly and i was able 
to ride unhooked 
and string together 
several turns on the 
wave,” loxton says. 
“i achieved this on 
day two, so i spent 
the rest of the trip 
improving and fine-
tuning further.”

1  If you are rolled by a wave, 
let the bar out; don’t steer 
the kite while disoriented.

2  When body dragging in for your 
board, point your kite away from 
shore when waves roll through.

3  Always turn your kite 
before you turn your board.

4  If you want to stay on a 
wave, keep the kite low.

5  If you lose tension in your 
lines, grab the front lines 
above the bar and pull.

6  In light side-on wind condi-
tions, double your wave count 
by riding waves upwind.

7  Move your back foot up on 
the board and over the rail to 
maximize upwind efficiency and 
the volume of your board.

8  Pick a wave early so you can 
feel it out as it shapes up.

9  It’s better to be too far upwind 
on a wave than too far downwind.

10  Visualize what you 
think the wave is going to 
do before you ride it.

11  When riding unhooked, grab 

the bar with your front hand 
with the chickenloop in between 
your index and middle fingers.

12  Make sure your lines are tuned 
so you cannot over-sheet when 
pulling the bar all the way in.

13  Lower your center of gravity 
for better balance, especially 
when dropping into a wave.

14  Suck up and be light on the 
board when going over whitewash.

15  To enhance upwind per-
formance, turn your torso so 
it is over the chickenloop.

16  Only wear a seat harness in the 
waves if you have back problems.

17  If overpowered when unhooked, 
grab the chickenloop with both 
hands and hook back in.

18  When learning to ride strap-
less, start by taking just the 
back strap off of the board.

19  When riding unhooked in 
sideshore to side-on conditions, 
once the kite is parked, make 
subtle adjustments to the kite.

20  If the whitewash is too big to 
get over, consider chicken jibing — 
decide early, rather than too late.

Above: After dropping in 
unhooked, author Brian 
Wheeler makes the first 
bottom turn of his down-
the-line ride. Opposite: 
Tony Loxton displays his 
accelerated learning.
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